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Cheng & Tsui s best-loved Chinese textbook series is new, revised, and better than ever! Integrated

Chinese is already the leading introductory Chinese textbook at colleges and universities around the

world. The third edition of this time-tested series has been fully updated to meet the needs of today

s students with new communicative and interactive exercises, a full-color design, up-to-date

vocabulary, enhanced cultural coverage, a diverse cast of characters, and a realistic storyline

linking all the dialogues and readings. The second edition will remain available to order. What's new

in the 3rd Edition? 1. 20 lessons in Level 1, for easier academic planning 2. Level 2 split into two

volumes, one per semester 3. Student-centered learning objectives at the start of each lesson and

progress checklists at the end 4. Let s Take a Break sections after every five lessons for review and

reinforcement 5. More task-based, communicative language applications 6. Current, relevant

vocabulary and revised grammar notes 7. Exciting new storyline linking all the dialogues and

readings 8. Enhanced focus on cultural coverage and comparison 9. All-new, user-friendly full-color

design 10.New photos, illustrations, and authentic materials in each lesson
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I purchased this book to teach Chinese and find it one of the most helpful books on the market. This

second book in the traditional series is just as entertaining and fresh looking as the first one. One of

my favorite chapters is the one on Dining Out (Chi Fan)/Chapter 12. There are two main dialogues



with the traditional characters followed by the pinyin. The vocabulary section includes new words

from the dialogue ; again here, the traditional characters are clearly printed ,along with the pinyin

and English translations. This is actually very helpful. Now, a word of caution : the English

translation for both Dialogue 1 and 2 is at the end of the chapter. This may be a bit inconvenient but

may be intended by the authors to encourage Chinese learners to increase their fluency.There are

beautiful pictures in this chapter as well as throughout the book. My favorite picture in this chapter is

the one on a typical Chinese meal laid out in all its glory as well as simple elegance. On plates, one

can see jiaozi (dumplings) , freshly steamed green vegetables, rice, family-style tofu and some

succulent-looking sliced meat. The Chinese do love their food!The grammar section is very well

done. In Chapter 12, the grammar section explains ,among other things, the difference between

'gang' and 'gangcai.' There are example sentences to explain the difference ; again, traditional

characters, pinyin and the English translations are conveniently laid out in a clean and neat

style.There are some exercises for practice as well ; the two 'Recap and Narrate' sections are

especially helpful because they draw on both dialogues and also , I suspect previous vocabulary

from Book 1 of the First Series. I also have that book and it is just as good.Last, but not least, the

cultural highlights are a delight. In Chapter 12, Western and Chinese cuisine is discussed, even to

what is sold in Macdonalds and KFCs in China. Very interesting perspective!This is not necessarily

a do-it-yourself study book. If one has some fundamental knowledge of Chinese, they could learn

from this book by themselves in order to better their knowledge of the language. For beginners, I

recommend the first book in this series , along with a tutor , if possible. Some schools may also offer

the language and certainly , many colleges do now .

Great beginner book for Chinese! I found it a little difficult to learn pinyin on it. Overall a great quality

product that I used for my Chinese class

I think this series is quite nice for the beginner. It is organized very well and clearly. If you take the

time (Simply 10-30 minutes a day is all you need) to review the vocabulary, practice writing and

speaking the dialogues, you'll know them in no time.I've used a couple other textbook series in the

past, and I must say this is hands-down my favorite. (It's also amusing how there's a "cast" of

characters that continues through each chapter and book. You'll start to love/hate them haha.)

It's a decent book that provides pretty rigorous exercises for each lesson. I'm not sure about the

person who said it uses sentences structures from later lessons. It will occasionally throw a thing or



two in there but my teacher also jumps around a bit so I can't judge.We did level 1 part 1 earlier in

the year, and I think it's funny that they've gone from giving us sentences to just throwing a

paragraph at us in translation. xD

Great book. Seller provided quick shipping and good quality.

A lot of material to cover, and very useful. costed a little more than I was comfortable with, but God

was on my side and the book is still useful after the class.

Finally, I got it... USPS...Thank you! :)

great book to learn chinese!
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